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Praetorians, as Tacitus wrote, were the sons of Italy, a   truly Roman youth1.
This statement is unequivocally confirmed by the analysis of the epigraphic material concerning the soldiers of the praetorian cohorts. On this basis it was possible to establish that until the 190s AD the overwhelming number of praetorians
came from the area of Italy. One of the regions which was the place of origin for
many soldiers of this military formation was Umbria2. This area has one of the
most dense networks of towns which provided recruits for the praetorian cohorts.
Many of these towns were located along the Roman road via Flaminia. On this
road, in the area of Northern Umbria, along the Adriatic Sea, there are two towns
in proximity: Pisaurum, now Pesaro, and Fanum Fortunae. The former was established at the mouth of the Foglia River (ancient Pisaurus). Pisaurum was
a   maritime colony (colonia maritima) which was established in 184 BC in the
area of aeger Gallicus3. The task of its inhabitants was to protect the route running along the Adriatic Sea and connecting Cisalpine Gaul, Rome and the south
of Italy4. The subsequent establishment of the colony in Pisaurum was carried out
on the initiative of Mark Antony, whose officers directly supervised the whole
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